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incentive 
SOFTWA RE LTO 

Winter Wonderla..nd 

First of all TAKE THE COAT, as this will stop you dying from 
exposure. NORTH from your plane you will find the Flare Gun. TAKE 
this as it will be needed later. 
The Snowfield is a maze, to escape from it, type (from the gun) E, 
S, W, W,. You should now be in the bear location. Fire gun to get 
past it. DO NOT type KILL BEAR. 
Climb up to the plateau and then go south down the crevasse. TAKE 
the pick and the rope and go U, N, N until you are blocked by a 
snowfall. Dig through this and continue North to the ice cave. 
Once inside the ice cave, climb up to the LEDGE using the ice pick 
and you will find an egg. This will be needed later, but the pick 
will no longer be needed, so it may be dropped here. 
From the ice cave is a frozen waterfall and an icicle. TAKE this, 
and leave the ice cave via the North exit. You will now be in 
Shangri-La. 
You will no longer need the coat, so it may be dropped here. DROP 
the rope and the icicle, as they are needed later. 
NOTE: DO NOT take the icicle into the hotel or the shopping centre, 
as it w i 11 me 1 t. 
Go W, N, W, into Hotel Reception where you will be given a room 
key. Go North up the corridor to your room, which is the 
northernmost one on the west wall. In here you will find a Vacuum 
cleaner. Take this and proceed to the Middle location of the 
corridor, where you will find Mrs. Thompson. Give her the Vacuum, 
she will give you a bar of soap in return. Go N, N, into the broom 
cupboard and take the bottle of cleaning fluid. 
Head South back to reception and PRESS Master Key into SOAP. 
Having done this, go E, E, N, N, N. Pour fluid on ice to get ski 
pass. Go over the ice bridge, and into Milton Walk. Go into the 
Key Cutters with the soap and you will be given a forged key. Go 
back to the Hotel and enter the southernmost room on the West Wall. 
You will find a Credit Card. You can by now buy goods. However 
SELL the Egg to the Professor N of the bridge. You will get an 
extra 50 credits. 
NOTE: You must sell it or you will not get the money. 
First buy some health food, then buy the Hamster. If you are not 
carrying the health food, then you will lose your Hamster. Having 
done this, go S right down to the ~welcome'' location and then E, E, 
N, into the Ski Shop to buy boots and skis. DROP all your objects 
apart from Skis, Ski Boots, Ski pass, Hamster and Credit Card. Go 
South, then East onto the lift. Go down the Black Run and go North 
from the bottom. (You can drop Skis and Boots now). At the Wompa, 
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incentive 
SOFTWARE LT D 

DROP the Hamster to kill the Wompa. 
will not move. Then go S, E, N, E, 
loan of 100 credits. 

Do not GIVE it, as the Wompa 
N, N, N, into the bank to get a 

Go S, E, and buy a season ticket. Buy a beard from the Joke Shop 
and a magazine from the Newsagents. EXAMINING the Magazine will 
reveal a form. TEAR the Magazine to get to the form, (this can also 
be CUT using the scissors, but scores less points and should not 
leave you enough money to buy everything). Buy a stamp from the 
Post Office and stick it to the form. Go back to the Wompa and U 
to the Station. Go North into the Monorail and from the Station. 
Go back to the shopping centre and buy a pen, fill in the form. 
Then buy a Rose, some Glue, the Manual and a drink from the off
licence. 
NOTE: You will only be allowed in the Off-licence if you have the 
false beard. 
Read the Manual and travel on the Monorail again. This time head 
D, S, E and give the form to the postman. N, E, into the forest. 
Head North from the Forest until you reach the fertile valley. 
Plant the Rose and take the pollen. Head South until you reach the 
edge of the Forest, and then go back through the mountain on the 
Monorail. Buy some Iceskates and go onto the frozen lake. You can 
only go East from the lake if you are wearing the skates. This 
will take you to an island with a Bee guarding a banana. Give the 
ollen to the Bee. Take banana and eat it. You will be left with 

some peel. Return to your Hotel room, <you may have left the forged 
key in the Ski Shop), and you will find a parcel waiting for you. 
Unwrap it to reveal a kit. If you have read the manual and have 
the glue, you can make the kit. You should now go back across the 
mountain carrying the hanglider, Dry Martini, the icicle and the 
rope, (and of course the ticket). You may not manage it all in one 
go, so make ferrying trips. Go into the igloo at the edge of the 
Forest and keep going until you come to a ledge. Hit the icicle 
with the mallet and tie the rope to it. Climb down with the 
hanglider and the Martini. Go North and pour the Dry Martini onto 
the wet ground. From there go N, N, N, E, to the ledge and D to 
witness the final effect. You MUST be carrying the hanglider. 
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